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• Two margins
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• Partial spatial equilibrium
• Wages and rent potentially not equated

• In particular, higher wages in the frontier
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Predictions

• Congestion: with more Jews in the district −→
• More commerce workers overall

• Fewer Jews in commerce

• Fewer non-Jews in commerce

• Distribution of Jewish settlement (across districts)
• Tendency to uniform distribution

• No Jewish vacuum
• No Jewish majority

• In districts of new settlement −→
• Fewer Jews
• Fewer commerce workers overall
• More commerce workers within each ethnicity

• In districts where Jews are banned −→ Fewer commerce workers

• Jews are not urban
• No comparative advantage in more populated localities

(above some threshold)

• No within-ethnic town-level congestion effects
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• Botticini and Eckstein (2012)

• Kuznets (1956)
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IV. PATTERNS



Table: Occupational and residential specialization of Jews

In category among

Share Jews Over-rep.
Category Jews Non-Jews within of Jews

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Urban (> 10,000) 0.375 0.092 0.341 4.073
Countryside 0.519 0.891 0.069 0.583
Literacy (ages 20–60) 0.506 0.299 0.172 1.692
Labor force 0.298 0.265 0.125 1.124

Sectors
Agriculture 0.027 0.603 0.006 0.045
Commerce 0.300 0.013 0.765 22.771
Manufacturing 0.355 0.109 0.317 3.246
Professional services 0.047 0.025 0.209 1.850
Personal services 0.175 0.191 0.116 0.916
Transportation 0.031 0.017 0.206 1.816
Other 0.065 0.041 0.186 1.603

Population (1,000s) 4,843.1 38,165.0 0.113

Notes: The table reports statistics over the entire population of (language de-
fined) Jews and non-Jews within the Pale. The Pale includes Courland province.
Columns 1 and 2 report mean of category indicators within each ethnic group.
Column 3 reports the share of Jews within each category. Column 4 reports the
over-representation of Jews within each category. The urban indicator is for pop-
ulation living in Gorods with total population above 10 thousand. Countryside
indicates population living outside Gorods. Literacy is the total rate of literacy
(Russian, non-Russian, above-elementary education) at ages 20–60. In the rows
reporting means of sector indicators, the shares in columns 1 and 2 are from
among the labor force, not the total population (hence, shares sum up to 1).
Source: 1897 Russian Census, provincial volumes, Tables XV, XXI and XXII.







Table: Occupational specialization of Jews—disaggregated descriptive statistics

Percent in category among

Share Jews Over-rep.
Rank Occupation Category Jews Non-Jews within of Jews

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1 Trading in Grain Commerce 3.32 0.05 0.899 62.489
2 Clergymen, non-Christian Prof. Services 0.39 0.01 0.851 39.889
3 Trading in Furs, Leather, etc. Commerce 0.83 0.03 0.820 32.025
4 Trading in Structural Material and in Fuel Commerce 1.84 0.06 0.809 29.713
5 Trading in Textile and Clothing Commerce 2.78 0.10 0.797 27.590
6 Commercial Middlemen Commerce 1.06 0.04 0.775 24.154
7 Trading in Metal Goods, Machinery, and Arms Commerce 0.45 0.02 0.773 23.802
8 General Commerce Commerce 6.36 0.27 0.772 23.716
9 Peddlers and Hucksters Commerce 1.27 0.06 0.762 22.440
10 Cattle Trading Commerce 1.09 0.05 0.750 20.998
11 Trading in all other Agricultural Products Commerce 9.74 0.49 0.739 19.809
12 Tobacco, and Tobacco Manufactures Manufaturing 0.53 0.03 0.733 19.205

Notes: The table reports statistics over the entire population of (language defined) Jews and non-Jews within the Pale, including
Courland province. It lists the 12 most typically-Jewish occupation out of a total list of 65. Columns 1 and 2 report percentages
of occupation indicators within each ethnic group. The percentages are from among the labor force, not the total population
(hence, shares sum up to 1). Column 3 reports the share of Jews within each category. Column 4 reports the over-representation
of Jews within each category. The ranking is according to the order in columns 3 and 4.
Source: 1897 Russian Census, provincial volumes, Tables XXI and XXII. The categorization to occupation groups and the
translated English titles are from Rubinow1907.
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L = (γLρa + (1− γ)Lρc )1/ρ

• No sector-specific capital or technology
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Partly ethnically-segregated labor market

• Two types of workers, i ∈ {N, J}

• Share of workers of group J is p

• Labor efficiency of worker i in sector s ∈ {a, c} is eis

• Distributions of labor efficiencies

eia =

1 if i ∈ N,

δ if i ∈ J.

and

eic =

xi if i ∈ N,

δxi if i ∈ J.

• xi > 0 is the comparative advantage of worker i in sector c

• δ > 0 is the absolute advantage of ethnic group J
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Labor supply and demand

• Competitive wages

wis = eisMPLs

= eis
∂Y
∂L

∂L
∂Ls

.

• Workers choose sectors according to their comparative advantage:

worker i employed in sector c if xi > MRTSL
a,c =

∂Y/∂La
∂Y/∂Lc

= ∂L/∂La
∂L/∂Lc

.

• Denote lc ≡ Lc/La (in terms of efficiency units of labor)

• Reservation degree of comparative advantage is (regardless of ethnicity):

x̃(lc) = MRTSL
a,c(lc),
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Equilibrium in the labor market

• Segregation in the labor market:

xi ∼

FN(x) if i ∈ N,

FJ(x) if i ∈ J,

• Share of commerce labor:

lc(x̃, p) =

∫∞
x̃ (pδxfJ(x) + (1− p)xfN(x)) dx

pδFJ(x̃) + (1− p)FN(x̃)

• Definition of equilibrium:

a pair {l∗c (p), x̃∗(p)}, such that given the share p

it solves both equations x̃(l∗c ) = x̃∗ and lc(x̃∗, p) = l∗c
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Jewish comparative advantage in commerce

Assumption (Comparative advantage of Jews in commerce)

The distribution FJ first-order stochastically dominates FN . That is,

∀x ∈ (0,∞), FJ(x) < FN(x).

Claim (Jews increase reservation degree of comparative advantage)

The reservation degree of comparative advantage is an increasing function of only the share of

Jews in the district. That is, there exists an increasing function x̃∗(p) such that for any district

d ∈ D, the district’s reservation degree of comparative advantage is

x̃d = x̃∗(pd). (1)

• It follows directly that within each ethnicity, the proportion of workers employed in

commerce is a decreasing function of p.

• It does not follow that the share of commerce-to-agriculture workers must increase with p
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Model Illustration: Distributions of comparative advantage
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Model Illustration: Commerce employment by Jewish density

Labor aggregation: L = (γLρa + (1 − γ)Lρc )1/ρ γ = 0.9 σ = 0.5

Distributions: FN(x) = Φ((log(x) − µN)/σ) ρ = 0.5 µN = 0

FJ(x) = Φ((log(x) − µJ)/σ) δ = 0.6 µJ = 1
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VI. RESULTS
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Distribution of towns by share of Jewish population
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A Jewless economy—commerce within and beyond the Pale
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Table: Commerce and Jews—means by Jewish density

Employed in commerce

Jewish density
quartlile N Jews All Jews Non-Jews

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Q1 61 0.038 0.032 0.391 0.016
Q2 62 0.090 0.040 0.322 0.010
Q3 61 0.121 0.044 0.293 0.007
Q4 62 0.172 0.054 0.276 0.007

Total 246 0.105 0.043 0.320 0.010

Notes: Every observation is a district within the Pale, including
Courland Province. Jewish density is the share of (mother tongue)
Jews within the distrct, the quartiles are ordered by Jewish den-
sity. The share of commerce workers for each ethnicity is the total
number of workers in commercial occupations, divided by the total
number of workers in all occupations in the district.
Source: 1897 Russian Census, provincial volumes, Tables XXI and
XXII.
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Table: Commerce and Jews—district-level
correlations

Employed in commerce

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. All workers

Jews 0.168a 0.169a 0.230a 0.261a

(0.018) (0.018) (0.016) (0.018)

Literacy −0.014b 0.009 0.022b

(0.006) (0.006) (0.009)

Constant 0.025 0.029
(0.002) (0.002)

R-squared 0.332 0.346 0.634 0.793
P-val. (F) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

B. Jewish workers

Jews −0.818a −0.937a −0.761a −0.610a

(0.080) (0.090) (0.084) (0.073)

Literacy −0.114a −0.144a 0.016
(0.042) (0.048) (0.053)

Constant 0.406 0.463
(0.010) (0.022)

R-squared 0.308 0.328 0.509 0.714
P-val. (F) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

C. Non-Jewish workers

Jews −0.053a −0.053a −0.006 0.038b

(0.018) (0.016) (0.013) (0.016)

Literacy 0.022a 0.036a 0.052a

(0.006) (0.006) (0.012)

Constant 0.016 0.010
(0.002) (0.002)

R-squared 0.058 0.132 0.483 0.696
P-val. (F) 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000

Fixed-Effects Reg. Prov.
Observations 246 246 246 246

Notes: Each observation is a district within the Pale, including
Courland Province. Each panel reports regressions with differ-
ent dependent variable, the share of commerce workers within
the ethnic group. Jews is the share of (mother tongue) Jews
within the distrct. Literacy is the rate of total literacy (Russian,
non-Russian, and above-elementray), for all ages and genders,
within each ethnic group. The share of commerce workers
for each ethnicity is the total number of workers in commer-
cial occupations, divided by the total number of workers in
all occupations in the district. Robust standard errors are in
parentheses.
Significance: a : p < 0.01; b : p < 0.05; c : p < 0.1.
Source: 1897 Russian Census, provincial volumes, Tables XV,
XXI and XXII.



Table: Commerce and Jews—town-level correlations

Jewish workers in commerce

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Jews (town) −0.113a −0.038 0.031 0.004 −0.005
(0.035) (0.048) (0.032) (0.031) (0.088)

Jews (dist.) −0.505a −0.305b −0.162c

(0.153) (0.122) (0.092)

Town population (logs) 0.002 −0.010c −0.016a 0.053
(0.006) (0.005) (0.004) (0.036)

Constant 0.341 0.344
(0.017) (0.059)

Admin. unit FE Reg. Prov. Dist.
Town size FE Yes

R-squared 0.074 0.162 0.366 0.597 0.897
P-val. (F) 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.486
Observations 346 346 346 346 346

Notes: Each observation is a Gorod within the Pale, including Courland Province.
The dependent variable is the share of Jewish commerce workers out of all Jewish
workers. Jews are the share of (mother tongue) Jews within the town and within the
district. Town size fixed-effects are indicators for town size-based groups, Standard
errors are clustered at the level of the district.
Significance: a : p < 0.01; b : p < 0.05; c : p < 0.1.
Source: 1897 Russian Census, provincial volumes, Tables XXI and XXII.



Ethnic composition of commerce workers by town size

within and beyond the pale



Table: Commerce and Jews by town size-based groups

Shares

Commerce

Group Population Among Among Jews in
(1,000s) Units (1,000s) Jews Jews Non-Jews commerce

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Countryside 246 36,503 0.069 0.328 0.006 0.824
< 2.5 21 35 0.394 0.275 0.030 0.837
2.5-5 62 241 0.461 0.294 0.029 0.862
5-10 121 897 0.432 0.291 0.025 0.857
10-25 93 1,425 0.373 0.286 0.037 0.756
25-50 27 902 0.356 0.251 0.039 0.707
50-100 15 980 0.389 0.259 0.039 0.742
100-250 4 624 0.291 0.259 0.051 0.585
> 250 3 1,402 0.287 0.296 0.054 0.617

Notes: Each observation is a group of geographic units within the Pale (including
Courland province). The town size-based units are all the Gorods, grouped by the
size of their total population. The countryside aggregates all the population outside
the Gorods, reported separately in each district. The proportion of Jews is out of the
total population. The share of commerce workers among Jews and non-Jews are out
of the total number of workers within the ethnic group. Jews in commerce is the
share of Jews out of all commerce workers in the group. Shares are weighted by
individuals, not by units. Source: 1897 Russian Census, provincial volumes, Tables
XXI and XXII.



Males literacy in the provinces—Gorods vs. countryside
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CONCLUSION


